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DARTH VADER GOES TO THE GREEN
 SIDE: GREEN GUARDIAN GABRIEL
 DISHAW AND HIS JUNK ART
 By Alvier Marqueses On 8 January 2014 In Green

 Guardians

Environment lovers believe in the words reduce, reuse, and recycle, but
 only some people know the word upcycle. This word is slowly growing
 in America, and it has become a familiar word for artists and even
 simple homeowners who love to decorate without creating waste or
 spending too much money. Junk artists or upcyclers see trash as
 something that they can turn into art or even something more useful.
 Most of us throw away our plastic bottles. Upcyclers instead use the
 bottles to create chandeliers, trash cans, sculptures, hanging
 decorations, even brooms.

Generally, upcycling involves creating something equal or better
 without degrading the original material. An upcycler must not forget
 that what he does should not create wate or add pollution to the
 environment. Upcycling is an environmentally-friendly hobby. It is a
 creative outlet that can become a good business for some. Some
 artists have turned the idea of recycling materials into a good business.
 Selling such items at local markets or even online is a good way to
 help the environment while getting cash.

Our Green Guardian this week is an upcycler and an artist. Gabriel
 Dishaw of GabrielDishaw.com has found the ultimate hobby that he
 loves to do whenever he can: found object or junk art. Let’s take a look
 at how Gabriel fashions computer parts and other junk into Darth
 Vader’s bust or even an Adidas shoe.
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To make a sculpture, Gabriel uses found objects. On
 GabrielDishaw.com, you will see six categories of junk art. Sculptures
 of shoes, skulls, Star Wars, figurative ideas and others all show
 Gabriel’s green passion.

In the Shoe Sculpture Series, you will see some of his favorite sneakers
 made using recycled materials, like old computer parts, adding
 machines, and even typewriters. Gabriel said that he makes his
 sneakers “from the ground up,” meaning he does not use a real shoe
 as a base to attach the materials. He starts with a real shoe as a model
 and molds the materials to look like the shoe. He then uses wires,
 glue, and bolts to keep them together. Gabriel told us:

I sometime feel like a real old time cobbler back when shoes were hand
 crafted because I’m literally cutting out material and either sewing,
 bolting or gluing them together the way a shoe maker would.

The Skull Series includes many different sculptures of skulls, again
 made using computer parts. Each one is different because of the
 spontaneously available or unavailable parts. Each sculpture is a
 unique color, texture, and size. The same thing could be said of the
 Star War sculptures. Although Gabriel also makes C3PO busts,
 obviously, his favorite model is Darth Vader. Even without looking at
 the photos, you know how crazy amazing Gabriel’s art is just by
 hearing the name of each sculpture. He made “Carbonite Vader,”
 “Tank Vader,” “Samurai Vader,” “Lucky Vader,” “Arachnid Vader,” “Red
 Stag Vader,” and even “Creedo Vader” (a combination of Vader and
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 another Star Wars character).

Gabriel also makes table-top and wall-mounted sculptures for
 household decoration. The most impressive sculptures are the
 Figurative Figures collection, in which you will see almost human-sized
 sculptures made of circuit boards and other computer components.
 You will see full-bodied Star Wars fembots, a horse, a dog, and even
 scary-looking metallic statues. Gabriel has also been commissioned by
 top-ranking companies like Finish Line, Nike, Vizio, and Ripley’s
 Believe It or Not to make sculptures for their presentations.

The Art of Upcycling

According to Gabriel, All of this art started during ninth grade. He had always

 been artistic, but only started focusing on sculptures when his art class held

 a contest, the “Dow Chemical Holiday Art Show.” The teacher listed thirty

 options on the board and one was Junk Art. Gabriel’s upcycling hobby

 began when he chose Junk Art as his project. He made a sculpture called

 “Mary on a Donkey,” which was inspired by the image of Mary carrying baby

 Jesus on a donkey. Gabriel won first place, beating hundreds of students.

 The sculpture that started it all is still displayed in his home.

Gabriel said that for the most part, his mission is to create dialogue and
 help find creative ways of dealing with discarded tech in an
 environmentally sound way. In some ways, his work could be
 considered environmental art since it helps deal with ecological issues.

In all the great sculptures that Gabriel has made, we are completely
 amazed by how each component fits so well with the overall image.
 Gabriel explained that to achieve this, a lot of trial and error is required.
 He also dissembles all of his junk to its smallest components and sorts
 them. He said, “A special thing does happen when I’m taking things
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 apart or looking at the object. My creative mind starts to work and I re-
image what this item could be. Sometimes it’s a simple rolling bearing
 that looks like a eye socket or a typewriter part that reminds me of a
 finger.”

Gabriel’s style and the types of sculptures he creates are all unique.
 Gabriel told us that he likes to create things that he is personally
 passionate about. As we can see, Star Wars and sneakers are some
 of his passions. He has more than 360 pairs of sneakers!

Gabriel said that if he were to make one last sculpture that would define
 his life’s work, his magnum opus would be an African watering hole
 scene with all types of different animals gathered around it made of
 mechanical and computer parts.

For him, upcycling art has a bright future. Besides, he will not be
 running out of materials anytime soon because people often discard
 electronics haphazardly. Junk art clearly helps reduce our waste.

An Artful Way to Help the Environment

Upcycling is similar to recycling in terms of reducing garbage to
 minimize environmental impact, but it differs in a sense that it gives an
 old item a new use. It helps reduce carbon dioxide emissions by using
 old materials instead of new.

Moreover, upcycling saves
 you money as it allows you to
 find new uses for old items. It
 promotes creativity and green
 living, while preserving
 precious resources. We can
 see in this article that our
 Green Guardian, Gabriel
 Dishaw, is the perfect person
 to look up to, especially if you
 are an artistic recycler. If we follow his footsteps as a junk artist, we will
 not just be making something beautiful out of trash, but we will also be
 keeping Earth beautiful.

Alvier Marqueses
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 technology, smartphones and gadgets and e-
waste recycling. He graduated with a Business
 Management degree from a university where
 he never outgrew his intense love of writing.
 Aside from being a web content writer, he is
 also the Online Community Manager of eCycle
 Best’s Social Profiles and Fan Pages. During
 his spare time, he enjoys the outdoors with his
 fellow nature trippers.
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